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Ultra Sealed Bearing Steering System Base
Assembly

  $549.00  
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Compatible with our Adjustable Offshore & Close Course Steering System. 

Introducing our completely redesigned Ultra Sealed Bearing Steering System with an all new adjustable
steering head angle design.Â  Now when mated to our popular adjustable upper steering head you not only
have height adjustment you also have head angle adjustment from vertical all the way to a laid back relaxed
angle for those who prefer to have a rearward position on the ski.Â  The only part that remains the same as
our original system is the base plate, as the bearing housing, bearings, seals, steering stop and arm have all
been redesigned and beefed up for the extreme conditions of offshore racing.Â  Our new system will not
loosen up over time and will remain as precise and smooth as the day you install it no matter what you put it
through.Â  We have also created a steering damper effect by engineering the seals to create just the right
amount of resistance to offer confidence at high speeds.Â  As with all of our steering components the
steering ratio is completely adjustable from slower than stock to much quicker steering.Â  If you already have
our upper steering system we have an upgrade kit that includes a new lower tube clamp with this system to
prevent you from losing your initial investment.Â  If you do not have either you will save $49 by purchasing
the upper steering head at the same time.Â  As with all of our products this steering system is manufactured
in house on our CNC machines to exact tolerances with only the highest grade of aluminum alloy and
stainless steel.Â  You will not find a more innovative durable system in the world bar none.
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